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:j_getflgdb
Get System Flag Value On Current Database Entity

Description:
This utility gets the given flag (system variable) value on the currently selected database 
entity and returns it as a string. It is similar in concept to the $getdbf utility however it 
takes into account the current Output Display Format. The program is limited to a 
specific list of flags noted below.

The value of the flag is retrieved and placed in the string global variable smn_transfer 
where it may be read by the calling sigmac.

The utility is used by parameter display and set programs to convert the flag value to 
display in either inches or millimeters depending on the currently set Output Display 
Format. It also calls the :j_fraction utility to convert decimal values to fractions if the 
Output Display Format is set for Imperial units and Fractions.

Level:
2s

Syntax:
:j_getflgdb;flag

Global Variables:
smn_transfer, rmn_transfer

Arguments:

flag (string)
The system flag variable whose value is to be returned. The flag argument is 
given as a string since flags may share the same integer value, particularly 
across applications. The program is restricted to the following flags:

Flag Description
#fdash1 Dash Line Dash 1 Length
#fdash2 Dash Line Space 1 Length
#fdash3 Dash Line Dash 2 Length
#fdash4 Dash Line Space 2 Length
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#fwidth Line Width
#fsysz Symbol Size
#ftxsz Text Size
#frad Radius
#uxhps1 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 1 Spacing
#uxhpo1 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 1 Offset
#uxhps2 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 2 Spacing
#uxhpo2 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 2 Offset
#uxhps3 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 3 Spacing
#uxhpo3 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 3 Offset
#uxhps4 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 4 Spacing
#uxhpo4 Pattern - Line Pattern Line 4 Offset
#fdmext Dimension Witness Line Extension
#fdmoff Dimension Witness Line Offset
#fdmlnextn Dimension Line Extension (application flag #apdim)
#fdmtl1 Dimension Tolerance - High
#fdmtl2 Dimension Tolerance - Low
#fwlspac Word Line Spacing (application flag #apwall)
#wlwdth Wall Width (application flag #apwall)
#wlht1 Wall Height (application flag #apwall)
#wloff Wall Offset (application flag #apwall)
#fnone No Specific Flag. The value to be formatted is read from the real

number global variable rmn_transfer.

Example:

:j_getflgdb;#ftxsz

In this example the value of the system flag #ftxsz (text size) will be retrieved 
from the currently selected database entity (such as text) and placed in the string 
global variable smn_transfer. It will be formatted based on the current Output 
Display Format settings for display units (inches for Imperial units and millimeters 
for Metric units). If the Imperial output display is set for Fractional output, the 
value will be formatted for fractional display.

Related Utilities:
:j_getflg, :j_setflg, j_fraction, j_feetinch

Notes:

1. This utility uses $getdbv to get the integer value of the variable (flag) and performs the 
calculations based on the current database scale, units, and increments to convert the 
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flag value to it's real number (and more understandable) value. This duplicates the 
function of $getdbf for most flags which can retrieve the real number (useful) value 
directly. In addition this utility formats the value based on the Output Display Format and 
converts it to a string. It uses $getdbv instead of $getdbf because some flags cannot 
use $getdbf and on some flags the conversion is to database units.

2. For the Pattern Line Offset and Spacing flags, this utility takes into account the Paper 
versus Geometry setting for line type Pattern parameters and returns the value in either 
paper units (inches, millimeters) taking into consideration the Output Display Format, or 
in Geometry units for the current database.

3. For the Wall Width flag, the value is returned in either inches or millimeters depending 
on the Geometry Units of the current database.

4. For the Wall Height flag, the value is returned in either feet-inches or meters depending 
on the Geometry units of the current database.

5. If the flag argument given is #fnone, this utility retrieves the flag value from the real 
number global variable rmn_transfer and performs the conversion. This is used for 
parameters where the value is stored in a global variable instead of a system flag. The 
calling sigmac can store the value in the rmn_transfer global variable, call this utility 
sigmac, and retrieve the result in the smn_transfer global variable variable.

6. If this utilty sigmac is called by the user, the resulting value which is stored in the global 
string variable smn_transfer is also displayed on the message line of the graphics 
screen.
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